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A.  Fill in the blanks. 

1. Numbers which have more than two factors are called_______________  numbers . 

2. A fraction with denominator greater than the numerator is called a___________ fraction. 

3. A  pentagon  is a polygon with  _______ sides . 

4. The standard unit of measurement of capactiy is __________________. 

5. The short form of 14 December 2022, is _______________ . 

6. 4325 paise is equal to ₹ ________. 

7. A _______ chart is a circular chart representing the relationship between a whole  

and its parts  . 

8.The perimeter of a square is the ___________ of the lengths of all its sides. 

9. 5830 g  = ________ kg _______ g. 

 

10.The least common multiple of 3 and 5 is ___________ . 

 

 

B. Write ‘True’ or ‘ False’ .                                                                                        

1. The year 2032 is a leap year . _________ 

2.  3m is longer than 350cm . _________    

3.  Area is the amount of surface occupied by a shape . ________ 

4. A combination of a whole number and a fraction is called a mixed fraction ._________ 

5. 1 is neither  a prime nor a composite number. __________ 

6. If a number leaves no remainder when divided by 2, it is an odd number. 

7. 2 hours after 9:30 pm is 12: 30 am.  __________ 

8. The title tells the number of articles each symbol stands for in a pictograph._________ 

9. A circle is a closed curve. __________ 

10.If any two points on a circle are joined with a line, it is called the radius. __________                                             

 



C.Choose  the correct answer .   

1)  Quarter of an hour is _____________ . 

 

a. 60 minutes                b.30 minutes               c.15 minutes             d. 20 minutes    

2) 1630 milligram is equal to _________. 

 

a. 16g30mg                  b. 1g630mg                 c.163g00mg              d. 16g300mg 

3)  ________  is  a prime number . 

a. 12                               b. 13                            c.  14                         d. 15 

4) The perimeter of a square whose one side is 60cm is _________. 

 

     a.  200 cm                     b. 250 cm                    c. 240 cm                   d. 120cm     

5)  
16

36
  reduced to the lowest term is ________. 

          a. 
4

9
                  b. 

4

8
                  c. 

2

3
                      d. 

2

5
 

D. Answer the following questions. 

 1)Find the sum  of    
3

7
  + 

5

7
  + 

4

7
  and express your answer as a mixed fraction. 

2) Divide   ₹ 4568.72 ÷ 8 

3) Convert 75 kg 238 g  into grams . 

4) Add  :  536 km 237 m  + 172 km 592 m                                               

5) Find the time duration between 6:15 a.m. and 9:30 p.m.                                    6cm 

6) The perimeter of the given figure is 48cm.Find the missing length     13cm                       13cm             

7) Draw a factor tree of 72.                                                                                                      ? 

                                                         

9) Awater tank has 80L 600mL of water in it. If 27L 750mL of water is taken out of it,  

how much is left ? Express the answer in millilitres. 

 

10) The favourite colours of  80 students ; green - 40 , blue - 20, red-10  and yellow-10 .  

Draw a pie chart to represent  the data. 

                                                                       

11) Mia’s vacation started on 2nd March  and  finished on 6th June  . Find the total duration 

 of her vacation. ( Both the dates are  included) 

 

12) Prepare a bill for the given items and find the total amount . 

▪ 4 chairs, each chair costs  ₹ 215.00 

▪ 1table,  costs  ₹ 520.50 

▪ 2 benches, each bench costs ₹ 311.20 
 

                        


